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We began this series of “Together Matters” several weeks ago, on September 12.  …And the 

second Sunday of September – for many years and many churches, has been a kind of   kick off 

celebration.   

It is when the choirs return again from a summer break, education and formation programming 

for all ages - but especially children and youth begin again after a summer lull – as school 

schedules resume.  

Often the morning is capped off with some kind of celebratory meal that everyone is invited too.  

And there has always been, for sure, a sense of excitement- with a “welcome home” sort of 

attitude about the day.  This is a fairly universal “thing” for many churches. 

 

And as we planned and talked …hoped and dreamed about what that might look like this year,    

we knew we weren’t looking toward - or relying on- an expectation of what a “rally day” or 

“welcome home” day usually looked like.  That mold had been reshaped last year, when in 

September we began adding a, bring a chair and come as you are outdoor service in addition to 

an indoor gathering that we pre-registered to come to… as well as online opportunities.   

 

And rather than preparing Sunday school classrooms, a version of Sunday school through mail 

home packets went to families along with video recorded kid messages.                                                               

We continued to spread out if you will, or expand on our ways of being together with zoom 

meetings, book groups, bible studies, and even things like a drive by/pick up ornament exchange.    

Through these, and many other ways we sought to be the church together in an environment in 

which a lack of predictability in our lives wove through our days and the ways we planned and 

shifted.   

 

And I believe I speak for many of us when I say, God was so present in the midst of it all…we 

stretched and learned…we prayed and reached out…we were molded and changed in ways we 

don’t yet fully understand, except to know – perhaps better than we used to - that predictability 

may not be our strong suit.  But as has been said, God is not done with us yet.  And that - is our 

strong suit. 
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And so again, as we planned and talked, Marty, Rick and I …we hoped and dreamed about what 

the September Sunday we usually launch back in - might look like this year.                                                 

And the “together matters” idea pulled at us.     

 

Even though we know there was a good from those recent and continuing ways we learned-              

as we continued to served others, and shared prayers, as we “did” at home Sunday school…and 

as you know we did find ways for meetings and small group discussions.     And yet we know 

that we longed for that feeling or sensibility of what is generated by physically being together,    

by purposefully coming together.  

 

And here we are in the middle of October.  And all the themes of these past weeks that we have 

touched on in relationship to being the Church together… the matters of serving and being 

served, matters of strength and wisdom… we know that in some way - they all fold together, and 

emanate out of how and why worshipping together matters.  For I believe that is at the center of 

who and why and how we are. 

 

I will name the experience Marty and I both felt- which I hope has also been yours since that first 

Sunday… An experience that has continued through these weeks.   

It started during the opening hymn – and it felt like being surrounded by people singing,    

between the choir and people in the pews-    as we sang- Praise to the Lord, the Almighty!                                       

 

It felt like something else was breathing, a tangible joy.                                                                               

And then during the time we call the Church at Prayer…it almost poured out of people,    

offering hopes, joys, prayers…there has grown a strong sense that by simply speaking them, we 

are offering ourselves to each other as we offered them up to God, …offering ourselves and 

others up to God.  

  

Worshipping together feels both constant and new…I know I need to be part of it with you. 

There is a feeling that we can and are - as Isaiah says - singing to the Lord a new song.                              

And it isn’t a soloist, it is not only the choir, it is not just us in this room, it is all of creation. 

 

Isaiah -from our reading this morning- spoke to a people who were going through a lot, their 

spirits fractured, feeling powerless, their world    was anything but predictable.  And yet we hear 

through Isaiah, God’s voice reminding them of who God is; creator, giver of life and 

breath…and giver of purpose. Drawing them back to their center, to God who holds and keeps 

them.   

 

Worshipping together matters.    A definition for this is to honor and show reverence for God.  

But tangibly lived, it is what brings us back to the Center when we gather and interact as a 

people of faith. 

Next week, when we come together on Sunday morning, we will have an opportunity to take part 

in a slightly different experience for worship. Some special music will interact with part of the 

book of Exodus - and something that is asked of Moses.     If you are curious, come and see. 

 

Well our Thursday and Sunday bible studies are also reading Exodus together, and there is one 

very prominent and primary theme we hear again and again as God - through Moses - tells 
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Pharoah to let the people go. And why does God want the people to be freed? So that they may 

worship God as they would like to be able to! It is, in the Exodus story, the first reason for their 

freedom. It is told before the giving of the Ten Commandments, before the people go into their 

new land.   

That freedom to worship God is foundational to who they are as a people and how they are as a 

people. 

 

Now, reading on through Exodus and beyond we find many things written about worship - right 

and wrong ways of worship - from crafting a golden calf as a kind of security idol to have on 

hand, to detailed instructions on how to build a tabernacle.                                                                     

There are any number of places where scripture tells us to make a joyful noise to the Lord,    

singing, playing instruments, and even dancing…and other places that remind us to come in awe,     

to bow down, to listen. 

    

And we can find instructions on what to bring to worship.  How to, and what is the right thing or 

way to give an offering.     As well as reading    that God does not want our burnt offerings or 

sacrifices,    but  rather that God desires of us that we show mercy and love.   

 

Yes there are many “do this” and “don’t do that” ways of worship we can find,  in the Bible - or 

our own ideas about what we or other churches are doing. 

But then there is Jesus, who tells a lonely woman at a well that there will be, there is a time 

beyond those defining, dividing lines when the people will worship in spirit and truth. 

 

And today is not about worship in terms of getting it right or wrong.  It is about how worshipping 

together simply matters, how it draws us together, and how it sends us out. 

 

As I reflected on our reading from Isaiah  - and the people it was first spoken to and responding 

to.   I thought about how it was spoken toward the particular crisis they were experiencing; being 

at odds with a place and culture that was creating cracks in the core of who they believed 

themselves to be.  And, then I also think of the timelessness of situations where we feel our 

center has cracked.  Instability of work, or income, accessibility to families and loved ones 

changed, uncertainties related to health, political, educational and cultural upheavals, and even 

what we want to devote our time and energy to – shifting.  Cracks in who we believe ourselves to 

be. 

 

And as Isaiah did then, singing a new song reminded the people of who their God is. 

 

We need to come to our center, to come and worship together from wherever we are,    from 

wherever our hearts are.   

There is a quote from songwriter Leonard Cohen… “Ring the bells that still can ring, forget your 

perfect offering, there is a crack in everything, but that is where the light gets in.”            

 

This is why we come together to worship God- for it is one of the ways the light get’s in.       

This is why we come to together, because even as we are told it is about worshipping God it also 

becomes about ourselves, being encouraged, and inspired, feeling joy or peace.  Or the healing 
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enjoyment of hearing and singing music – or sharing prayers that lift our spirits,     and why?  

Because all of this starts from bringing ourselves to worship God…together.   

 

Worship is done in so many places and ways…And yet, I believe if we can find a unified 

purpose or model for worship, it is as Paul writes,   “…to be filled with the Spirit, speaking to 

one another with psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit.    Sing and make music from your 

heart to the Lord.” 

 

Worshipping together matters, for in doing so, we are reminded – of who God is and how God 

works.    And that there is call and promise of “the light to the nations”… and in response we 

continue to sing to the Lord a new song.  

I know, more and more, how much I need to be part of this with all of you.      

I know that it draws us closer to the one who is Mercy and Love, so that we are better able to 

offer this back to God, as we serve others and are served through others.       

 

I know that worshipping together matters – for by doing so we are actually drawing each other 

back to the center, the center around which, and from which wisdom and strength come.  

 

Our Call to Worship brought our voices together- from wherever you are, with an open 

invitation: Come- join together,    take part in worshipping God.   

And as we close today we will sing to each other a song of God’s blessing. 

But before we do, let us raise our voices together and sing, God of All Love…and know that 

worshipping together matters.  Amen 

 


